Organization and expression of non-Alu family interspersed repetitive DNA sequences in the mouse genome.
The mouse genome is complex with regard to DNA sequence organization and transcriptional activity. To more fully understand the role of interspersed repetitive DNA sequences we have isolated and characterized five different mouse non-Alu DNA sequence families. We have found that: (1) the distribution of repetitive sequences is non-random in the genome; (2) two of the five families (Bam5 and R) were previously described by Fanning (1982) and Gebhard et al. (1982), respectively. We found that these two families are linked to each other and are found adjacent to seven of seven studied structural genes but in randomly selected DNA fragments showed much less significant linkage. (3) The position of the Bam5 and R family repeat units relative to beta-globin and relative to a housekeeping gene has been evolutionarily conserved in mice and humans. (4) Three previously undescribed families representing from 200 to 40,000 copies per genome have been characterized and shown to have equivalent human sequences. (5) All five families studied are represented in RNA polymerase II transcripts. Little RNA polymerase III transcription homologous to these three families could be detected. The structural and functional features of these five families defined in this paper provide a basis for studies on the functional role of interspersed repetitive DNA in the mouse.